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Describing cartoon characters 

 

Date: _____________________ 

I. Match the characters with the descriptions. 

A) The  Simpsons 1. (       ) He is a very smart kid who likes doing experiments. 

M) Superman 2. (       ) He’s a teenager with superpowers. 

T) Dexter 3. (       ) They are a family who live in Springfield. 

R) Spiderman 4. (       ) He is a superhero from Krypton. 

S) Batman 5. (       ) His secret identity is Bruce Wayne. 

II. Fill in the blanks. 

 

survivor - overweight – businessman – father - baby 

 

The Batman: Animated series is about a wealthy Gotham City 

____________________ who after witnessing the murder of his parents Dr. Thomas 

Wayne and Martha Wayne as a child, he swore vengeance against criminals. 

 

 

Homer Jay Simpson, Sr. is the main protagonist of “The Simpsons” and the spouse 

of Marge Simpson and the ____________________ of Bart Simpson, Lisa Simpson, 

and Maggie Simpson. Homer is _____________________, lazy, and often ignorant 

to the world around him. 

 

 

Son Goku, born Kakarot, is a male Saiyan and the main protagonist of the Dragon 

Ball. He is one of the ____________________ of the extinct Saiyan race. He was 

sent as a ____________________ to planet Earth in order to destroy it. 

III. Describe a cartoon character. Also, make a drawing about it. 

 ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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